The effect of Hubbard-like interaction on molecular magnetism of TM-coronene complex (TM = Fe and Co).
The adsorption of two transition metal adatoms, Fe and Co added to a coronene molecule were studied by means of a full potential local orbital method in the framework of relativistic density functional theory. A sequence of fixed spin moment calculations based on the Hubbard-like interaction (U) were carried out on the basis of the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) of the exchange-correlation functional. We found a transition from low-spin to high-spin state upon increasing the transition metal-coronene distance. Furthermore, the magnetism of both Fe-coronene and Co-coronene complexes revealed sensitivity to the magnitude of the U values. In our GGA+U (U = 2 eV) calculations, a low-spin ground state was found with in-plane magnetic anisotropy for both Fe-coronene and Co-coronene, whereas the GGA+U (U = 4 eV) calculations resulted in high-spin state with out-of-plane and in-plane magnetic anisotropy for Fe-coronene and Co-coronene, respectively.